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Detail analyzes to the electronic structure of magnesium based ternary metal hydrides

containing alkali and alkaline-earth elements (a-CsMgH3) is reported so as to justify its use

as advanced hydrogen storage systems. Calculations based on full-potential method within

several exchange correlation potentials are performed to gain a reliable results. It has been

found that a-CsMgH3 exhibits indirect band gap of about 2.3 eV (local density approximation

-LDA), 2.6 eV (generalized gradient approximation -PBE-GGA), 2.9 eV (Engel-Vosko general-

ized gradient approximation - EVGGA) and 3.2 eV (recently modified Becke-Johnson poten-

tial -mBJ). The electronic band structure and the density of states reveal that at the energy

regions around �5.0 eV and from �3.5 eV up to �2.0 eV the H-1s state hybridized with Mg-3s

state to form a peak at around �5.0 eV and three peaks between �3.5 eV and �2.0 eV. The

energy region from �2.0 eV up to Fermi level is originated by the interactions between H-1s

and Mg-2p states. Thus, the interactions between the orbitals of H and Mg atoms leads to

form strong covalent bonding between H and Mg atoms. The conduction bands are mainly

originated from the empty states of Cs and partially from Mg-3s/2p states, while H-1s has

insignificant contribution to the empty states. The chemical bonding were analyzed in term

of charge density and charge transfer, we found that a charge transfer towards H atom

occur. To gain further insight for deeply understanding the electronic structure, the optical

dielectric functions are calculated based on the calculated band structure.

Copyright © 2015, Hydrogen Energy Publications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights

reserved.
Introduction

In the recent years the alkali and alkaline earth based com-

plex hydrides were comprehensively investigated to explore

their suitability and stability as hydrogen strong materials at
iversity of West Bohemi
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y Publications, LLC. Publ
moderate pressures and temperatures [1e7]. The search for

novel hydrogen storage material is still desirable. The mag-

nesium based metal hydrides considered as potential can-

didates as constituents for advanced hydrogen storage

materials due to their light weight and low cost [8]. These

materials have good volume efficiency for hydrogen storage
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Fig. 1 e The crystal structure of a-CsMgH3. It has been found that a-CsMgH3 consist of [MgH6]
4¡ octahedrons connected via

four corners to 2D-slabs. The building block of a-CsMgH3 is formed by three [MgH6]
4¡ octahedrons, each of them is

condensed into triangular [3MgH3]
3¡ trimers.

Table 1 e Optimized crystal structure in comparison with
the experimental data [9] and the previous theoretical
calculations [12].

Cell parameters (�A) a b c

Exp. 9.9958 (1)a 6.13271 (6)a 8.57364 (9)a

This work 9.9976 6.13311 8.57413

Previous work 9.9922b 6.1405b 8.5768b

Atomic positions

Atom x exp. a x optim. y exp. a y optim. z exp. a z optim.

Cs1 (2a) 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.182 (2) 0.180

Cs2 (4f) 0.476 (1) 0.474 0.25 0.25 0.665 (2) 0.664

Mg1 (2b) 0.25 0.25 0.75 0.75 0.642 (2) 0.640

Mg2 (4f) 0.608 (1) 0.606 0.25 0.25 0.067 (1) 0.065

H1 (2b) 0.25 0.25 0.75 0.75 0.098 (2) 0.094

H2 (4c) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

H3 (46) 0.25 0.25 0.990 (2) 0.991 0.494 (1) 0.493

H4 (4e) 0.25 0.25 0.953 (2) 0.950 0.835 (2) 0.833

H5 (4f) 0.550 (1) 0.548 0.25 0.25 0.300 (2) 0.301

a Ref. [9].
b Ref. [12].
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and contains octahedral [MgH6]
�4 anions. Several research

activities were performed to investigate the suitability and

stability of the complex hydrides to be considered as prom-

ising hydrogen storage materials [8e12]. The experimental

finding state that CsMgH3 occurs in two different modifica-

tions, the high pressure trigonal b-CsMgH3 phase [13] and the

intermediate pressure orthorhombic a-CsMgH3 phase [9].

The a-phase occur at much lower energy than b-phase [12]. It

has been found that a-phase consist of three highly distorted

MgH6 octahedra in each building block, this give a-CsMgH3

superior atomic arrangement among the other Mg-based

phases [12]. Therefore, a-CsMgH3 is one of the suitable and

stabile materials at moderate pressures and temperatures

[9,12]. This motivated us to perform a first principles calcu-

lation for a-CsMgH3 phase based on the density functional

theory (DFT) to investigate the electronic band structure,

total and partial density of states, valence electronic charge

density distribution and the chemical bonding characters.

Furthermore, deep insight into the electronic band structure

can be gained from the optical transitions therefore, we have

calculated the optical properties of a-CsMgH3 phase. In such

calculation the energy eigenvalues and electron wave func-

tions were involved. Thus, the obtained optical properties

are natural outputs of band structure calculations.

As there exists several calculations were performed on the

electronic band structure of a-CsMgH3 using different theo-

retical approaches, non of them have used an accurate ex-

change correlation potential such like GW approximation [14]

or the recently modified BeckeeJohnson potential (mBJ) [15] to

obtain an accurate band splitting and hence accurate band

gap's value. One of the powerful method to solve the quantum

many body problem is the density functional theory. In this

method by using the KohneSham equations we map an

interacting many body system to non-interacting hypotheti-

cal system which has the same electron density. The price
that we will pay is the definition of a new functional that

called exchange-correlation functional. Unfortunately exact

form of the exchange-correlation functional is unknown.

Therefore, the accuracy of DFT results will be sensitive to the

selection of the exchange-correlation functional which can

play a major role for the accuracy of the results, this is one of

the main questions in DFT. Which exchange correlation can

accurately describe the properties of the materials.

To the best of our knowledge there is lack information

about the optical properties of a-CsMgH3 which can brings

deep insight into the electronic structure. Therefore, as a

natural extension to the existence information a detailed

depiction of the electronic structure, density of states and
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the valence electronic charge density distribution using full

potential method within different exchange correlation po-

tentials is timely and would bring us important insights in

understanding the origin of the band structure. In addition,

we gain more details about the electronic structure through

the calculated optical properties. Hence it is very important

to use the all-electron full-potential linear augmented plane

wave (FPLAPW þ lo) method to investigate the electronic
Fig. 2 e (a) Calculated band structure along with the total density

partial density of states.
band structure, density of states, the electron charge den-

sity distribution and the optical properties within mBJ. In

the recent years due to the improvement of the computa-

tional technologies, it has been proven that the first-

principles calculation is a strong and useful tool to predict

the crystal structure and its properties which are related to

the electron configuration of a material before its synthesis

[16e19].
of states; (bed) calculated Cs-6s/5p/4d, Mg-3s/2p and H-1s
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Details of calculation

Renaudin et al. [9] have reported that a-CsMgH3 crystallized

in orthorhombic symmetry of Pmmn (#59) space group. The

reported experimental lattice constants are a ¼ 9.9958(1) �A,

b¼ 6.13271(6)�A and c¼ 8.57364(9)�A [9]. It has been found that

a-CsMgH3 consist of [MgH6]
4� octahedrons connected via four

corners to 2D-slabs. The building block of a-CsMgH3 is formed

by three [MgH6]
4� octahedrons, each of them is condensed

into triangular [3MgH3]
3� trimers. The crystal structure of the

orthorhombic a-CsMgH3 is shown in Fig. 1. We have used the

experimental crystallographic data reported by Renaudin

et al. [9] as starting point of this calculations. Using the

generalized gradient approximation (PBE� GGA) [20] the

experimental lattice constants were optimized using the full
Fig. 3 e (a,c,d) Calculated valence electronic charge density dist

charge transfer towards H atom indicated by the blue color sur

indicate the maximum charge accumulation. (For interpretation

referred to the web version of this article.)
potential linear augmented plane wave plus local orbitals

(FPLAPW þ lo) method as implemented in WIEN2k package

[21]. The experimental atomic positions were optimized by

minimizing the forces acting on each atom using PBE � GGA.

It has been reported that [20] the PBE � GGA approach exhibits

better equilibrium structural parameters and energetic of

different phases therefore, we have used PBE � GGA for

optimized crystal structure. The optimized crystal structure

of a-CsMgH3 is presented in Table 1 along with the experi-

mental data [9] and previous theoretical results [12]. From the

obtained relaxed geometry the electronic structure, the

chemical bonding, electronic charge density and the optical

properties have been determined using different exchange-

correlation potentials including the recently modified Beck-

eeJohnson potential (mBJ). The potential for the construction

of basis functions inside the sphere of the muffin tin was
ribution in different crystallographic planes. (b) show the

rounding H atoms, according to thermoscale the blue color

of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
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spherically symmetric, whereas outside the sphere it was

constant [22]. The total and partial density of states (DOS)

were calculated by means of the modified tetrahedron

method [23]. The input required for calculating the DOS are

the energy eigenvalues and eigenfunctions which are the

natural outputs of a band structure calculation. The total DOS

and partial DOS are calculated for a large energy range

(�9.0 eV up to 15.0 eV). The states below the Fermi energy (EF)

are the valence states and states above EF are the conduction

states. Hence we obtain DOS for both valence and conduction

band states. Self-consistency is obtained using 200 k
.

points

in the irreducible Brillouin zone (IBZ). The self-consistent

calculations are converged since the total energy of the sys-

tem is stable within 0.00001 R y. The electronic band structure

and the related properties were performed within 1000 k
.

points in the IBZ.
Results and discussion

Electronic band structure, density of states and valence
electronic charge density

In order to explore the dispersion of the electronic band

structure of the orthorhombic a-CsMgH3, the electronic

band structure is calculated using different exchange cor-

relation potentials (XC) so as to obtain the more reliable

results. It is well known that the calculation of the energy

band gap within DFT is strongly dependent on the approx-

imations used and in particular on the exchange and cor-

relation potential. In order to treat the many-body problems

correctly one should go beyond the usual density functional

approximations by using GW approximation or the recently

modified BeckeeJohnson potential (mBJ), which optimizes

the corresponding potential for electronic band structure

calculations. The modified BeckeeJohnson potential allows

the calculation with accuracy similar to the very expensive

GW calculations [15]. It is a local approximation to an

atomic “exact-exchange” potential and a screening term.

Based on our experiences on using different exchange-

correlation functional (LDA, PBE-GGA, EV-GGA, LDA-mBJ
Table 2 e Selected bond lengths in comparison with the exper

Bonds Bond lengths (this work) Bond lengths (Exp.)

Cs1-H3 3.109 3.11 (2)

Cs1-H1 3.137 3.145 (6)

Cs1-H5 3.159 3.16 (1)

Cs1-H2 3.301 3.31 (1)

Cs1-H4 3.472 3.48 (2)

Cs2-H5 3.083 3.086 (2)

Cs2-H3 3.118 3.12 (1)

Cs2-H4 3.235 3.24 (1)

Cs2-H2 3.254 3.26 (1)

Mg1-H3 1.931 1.94 (2)

Mg1-H5 2.057 2.06 (1)

Mg1-H4 2.066 2.07 (2)

Mg2-H2 1.911 1.955 (8)

Mg2-H1 2.01 2.00 (1)

Exp. Ref. [9].
and PBE-GGA-mBJ) on several systems whose energy band

gaps are known experimentally. We found that the obtained

energy band gap by using PBE-GGA-mBJ show very good

agreement with those experimental data [24e26]. Therefore,

we chose to show the results obtained by PBE-GGA-mBJ as

illustrated in Fig. 2.

We set the zero-point of energy (Fermi level) at the valence

band maximum (VBM). It has been found that the conduction

band minimum (CBM) is located at Z point and the VBM at G

point of the first BZ. Therefore, a-CsMgH3 exhibit indirect band

gap of about 2.3 eV (LDA), 2.6 (PBE-GGA), 2.9 (EVGGA) and 3.2

(PBE-GGA-mBJ) in comparison with the previously calculated

energy gap 2.98 eV using VASP-GGA [12], 3.3 eV (Quantum-

ESPPRESSO-GGA) [10] and 3.0 eV (VASP-PW91-GGA) [11]. To

date, no experimental value for the energy gap is available in

the literature to make a meaningful comparison with our

theoretical results. Therefore, based on our previous experi-

ences with using mBJ, we expected the obtained mBJ-gap is

closer to the expected measured one. Future experimental

work will testify our calculated results.

To carefully investigate the role of the orbitals of each

atom, we have explored the angular momentum projected

density of states. In Fig. 2(a) we illustrated the calculated

total density of states (TDOS) obtained by mBJ which

confirm the values of the energy gap of about 3.2 eV and the

dispersions of the orbitals below and above Fermi level (EF).

The angular momentum character of the various structures

for a-CsMgH3 were obtained from calculating the angular

momentum projected density of states (PDOS) as shown in

Fig. 2(bed). The structures below EF are mainly originated

from H-1s and Mg-3s/2p states with small contribution

from Cs-6s/5p/4d states. While the structures from CBM

and above are originated from Cs-4d with small contribu-

tion from Mg-3s/2p, H-1s and Cs-6s states. It has been

noticed that Mg-3s/2p state hybridized with H-1s state

above and below EF.

From the electronic band structure and the TDOS we can

see that at the energy regions around �5.0 eV and from

�3.5 eV up to �2.0 eV the H-1s state hybridized with Mg-3s

state to form a peak at around �5.0 eV and three peaks

from �3.5 eV up to �2.0 eV in the TDOS plot. The energy
imental data [9].

Bonds Bond lengths (this work) Bond lengths (Exp.)

Mg2-H4 2.055 2.06 (1)

Mg2-H5 2.076 2.08 (2)

Mg1-Mg2 2.811 2.87 (2)

Mg2-Mg2 2.804 2.84 (2)

H1-H4 2.567 2.57 (2)

H1-H2 3.041 3.043 (4)

H4-H4 3.478 2.49 (1)

H4-H5 2.601 2.62 (1)

H4-H2 2.871 2.878 (8)

H4-H3 2.916 2.93 (2)

H2-H5 3.028 3.03 (1)

H2-H2 3.058 3.0611 (1)

H3-H3 2.911 2.94 (2)

H5-H3 4.036 3.04 (1)
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region from �2.0 eV up to EF is originated by the interactions

between H-1s and Mg-2p states. Thus, the interactions be-

tween the orbitals of H and Mg atoms leads to form strong

covalent bonding between H and Mg atoms. Covalent

bonding is more favorable for the transport of the carriers

than ionic one [27]. The conduction bands are mainly origi-

nated from the empty states of Cs and partially from Mg-3s/

2p states while H-1s has insignificant contribution to the

empty states.

Further, we can use the angular momentum decomposi-

tion of the atoms projected electronic density of states to

elucidate the characters of chemical bonding. In the energy

region extended between �9.0 eV and Fermi level we can

obtain the total number of electrons/eV (e=eV) for the orbitals

in a-CsMgH3 compound as follow, H-1s state 4.6 e=eV, Mg-3s

state 1.5 e=eV and Mg-2p state 1.5 e=eV. The contributions of

H-1s, Mg-3s/2p orbitals to the VBs exhibit that there are

some electrons from Mg and H atoms are transferred into

VBs and contribute in covalence interactions between the

atoms. The strength/weakness of the covalent bonding ari-

ses due to the degree of the hybridization and the electro-

negativity differences between Mg and H atoms. Thus, the

interaction of charges between Mg and H atoms exhibit

strong covalent bonding.

For deep analyzing to the electronic structure we have

calculated the valence band's electronic charge density dis-

tribution in two crystallographic planes as shown in

Fig. 3(a)e(c). This can give clear image of the electronic charge

surrounding the atoms and the charge transfer which can

help to identify the bonding features. The crystallographic

plane in the (100) direction show that the H atoms are sur-

rounding by uniform spherical charge. The Pauling electro-

negativity of Cs, Mg and H atoms are 0.79, 1.31 and 2.20,

respectively. Thus, according to the electronegativity differ-

ence between the atoms, charge transfer occurs toward H

atoms as shown by the maximum charge surrounding H

atoms (see Fig. 3(b)). According to thermoscale the blue color

indicate the maximum charge accumulation. In addition we

have calculated the crystallographic plane in the direction

(101) as shown in Fig. 3(c), which confirm our previous

observation that the characters of the HeMg bonds aremostly

ionic and partially covalent. Fig. 3(d) reveals that the Cs atom

form ionic bonding with H atom and a charge transfer occurs

toward H atoms. We have calculated the bond lengths as

shown in Table 2 in comparison with the experimental data

[9], good agreement was found.

Optical response

Deep insight into the electronic band structure can be ob-

tained from calculating the optical properties of the mate-

rials. Therefore, as step forward to understanding the

electronic band structure of a-CsMgH3 we have performed

details description for the frequency dependent dielectric

functions. It is well-know that calculations of the dielectric

functions involve the energy eigenvalues and electron wave

functions. These are natural outputs of band structure cal-

culations. Hence, a clear picture can be gained from the op-

tical transitions which mapped the band dispersions

according to the dipolar selection rule, which state that only
transitions changing the angular momentum quantum

number l by unity (D ¼ ±1) are allowed. Since a-CsMgH3

possess orthorhombic symmetry so there are only three non-

zero components of the dielectric tensor. These are corre-

sponding to an electric field perpendicular and parallel to the

c-axis. The complex dielectric function εðuÞ ¼ ε1ðuÞþiε2ðuÞ is
well explained the optical properties of materials. The

imaginary part ε
xx
2 ðuÞ, ε

yy
2 ðuÞ and ε

zz
2 ðuÞ can be obtained

following the expression [28].

ε2ðuÞ ¼ 8
3pu2

X
nn'

Z

BZ

jPnn' ðkÞj2 dSk

Vunn' ðkÞ (1)

where Pnn' ðkÞ is the dipolar matrix elements between initial

jnk〉 and final jn'k〉 states with their eigenvalues EnðkÞ and

Еn0 ðkÞ, respectively. unn0 ðkÞ is the inter-band energy difference.

unn' ðkÞ ¼ EnðkÞ � En0 ðkÞ (2)

whereas the real part can be obtained from the imaginary part

with the aid of KramerseKronig relations [29,30].

ε1ðuÞ ¼ 1þ 2

p
P
Z∞

0

u0
ε2ðu0Þ

u02 � u2
du0 (3)

where p implies the principle value of the integral.

In Fig. 4(a) we illustrated the imaginary and real parts of

the frequency-dependent optical dielectric functions ob-

tained by using mBJ approach. The imaginary part reveals

that the absorption edges of εxx2 ðuÞ, εyy2 ðuÞ and ε
zz
2 ðuÞ occurs at

3.2 eV. Therefore, from the imaginary part dispersionswe can

directly obtain the energy band value. While indirectly from

the real part following Penn model εð0Þz1þ ðZuP=EgÞ2 [31].

Penn proposed a relation between εð0Þ and Eg, Eg is some kind

of averaged energy gap which could be related to the real

energy gap. The calculated values of ε
xx
1 ð0Þ, εyy1 ð0Þ and ε

zz
1 ð0Þ

along with the calculated energy band gap and the plasmon

oscillations uxx
p , uyy

p and uzz
p are listed in Table 3. The later are

associated with inter-band transitions. The plasmon

maximum is usually the most intense feature in the spec-

trum and this is at energy where ε
xx
1 ðuÞ, ε

yy
1 ðuÞ andεzz1 ðuÞ

crosses zero which is associatedwith the existence of plasma

oscillations. The uniaxial anisotropy (dε) can be obtained

from ε
xx
1 ð0Þ, εyy1 ð0Þ and ε

zz
1 ð0Þ. It has been found that a-CsMgH3

possess positive dε (Table 3) which reveals that a-CsMgH3

exhibit isotropic nature at low energies. Further analyzing to

the electronic structure can be obtained from the imaginary

part, the observed absorption edges occurs due to the tran-

sition from H-1s and Mg-2p states in the VBs to the Cs-6s/4d

Mg-3s in the CBs. The main peaks of the imaginary part

which are situated at around 5.2 eV is originated due to the

transition from H-1s and Mg-3s states of the VBs to Cs-6s/4d,

Mg-3s/2p and H-1s states of the CBs. The tail is formed due to

Cs-5p, H-1s and Mg-3s (VBs) to Cd-6s/4d, Mg-3s/2p and H-1s

states (CBs). To reveals the origin of the spectral structures of

ε
xx
2 ðuÞ, ε

yy
2 ðuÞ andεzz2 ðuÞ, we have used our calculated band

structure to indicate the transitions which are responsible for

the major structure of ε
xx
2 ðuÞ, εyy2 ðuÞ andεzz2 ðuÞ. These transi-

tions are labeled according to the spectral peak positions in

Fig. 4(a). For simplicity, we have labeled the transitions in

Fig. 4(a) and (b), as A, B, and C. The transitions (A) are

responsible for the structures for εxx2 ðuÞ, εyy2 ðuÞ andεzz2 ðuÞ in the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2015.11.127
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2015.11.127


Fig. 4 e (a) Calculated ε
xx
2 ðuÞ (dark solid curve e black color online),εyy2 ðuÞ (light long dashed curve e red color online) and ε

zz
2 ðuÞ

(light dotted dashed curvee green color online) along with Calculated ε
xx
1 ðuÞ (dark solid curve e blue color online), εyy1 ðuÞ (light

dashed curve e brown color online) and ε
zz
1 ðuÞ (light sold curve e violet color online); (b) The optical transitions depicted on a

generic band structure of a-CsMgH3. For simplicity, we have labeled the optical transitions as A, B, and C. The transitions (A)

are responsible for the structures for εxx2 ðuÞ, εyy2 ðuÞ and ε
zz
2 ðuÞ in the spectral range 0.0e5.0 eV; the transitions (B) 5.0e10.0 eV,

and the transitions (C) 10.0e14.0 eV; (c) Calculated sxx2 ðuÞ (dark solid curve e black color online), syy2 ðuÞ (light dashed curve e

i n t e rn a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f h y d r o g e n en e r g y 4 1 ( 2 0 1 6 ) 2 7 6 2e2 7 7 02768
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Table 3 e The calculated energy band gap in comparison
withthepreviouscalculation [10e12], εxx1 ð0Þ, εyy1 ð0Þ, εzz1 ð0Þ, dε,
uxx
p , uyy

p , uzz
p . These parameters are calculated withinmBJ.

a-CsMgH3

Eg (eV) 2.3 (LDA) 2.6 (PBE-GGA), 2.9

(EVGGA) 3.2 (mBJ) 2.98a, 3.3b, 3.0c

ε
xx
1 ð0Þ 3.350

ε
yy
1 ð0Þ 3.307

ε
zz
1 ð0Þ 3.285

dε 0.016

uxx
p 7.006

u
yy
p 6.816

uzz
p 6.979

a Ref. [12] 2.98 eV using VASP-GGA.
b Ref. [10] 3.3 eV (Quantum-ESPPRESSO-GGA).
c Ref. [11] 3.0 eV (VASP-PW91-GGA).
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spectral range 0.0e5.0 eV, the transitions (B) 5.0e10.0 eV, and

the transitions (C) 10.0e14.0 eV. Thus the calculated imagi-

nary part of the optical dielectric functions helps to analyze

the orbitals dispersions.

In order to gain further understanding of the electronic

structure, the optical conductivity s2ðuÞ and s1ðuÞ are calcu-

lated as shown in Fig. 4(c). These are directly related to the

complex dielectric function εðuÞ ¼ ε1ðuÞ þ iε2ðuÞ. It is clear that
the imaginary part sxx2 ðuÞ, syy2 ðuÞ and szz2 ðuÞ confined in the

energy region between 0.0 and the values of uxx
p , uyy

p and uzz
p

exhibit overturned features of εxx2 ðuÞ, εyy2 ðuÞ and ε
zz
2 ðuÞ, whereas

the real parts sxx1 ðuÞ, syy1 ðuÞ and szz1 ðuÞ show similar features to

that of ε
xx
2 ðuÞ, ε

yy
2 ðuÞ and ε

zz
2 ðuÞ. The absorption spectra as

shown in Fig. 4(d) reveals that there exists four spectral re-

gions, the obscure regain (below the energy gap), intermediate

absorption region (3.2 up to 9.0 eV), lossless region (9.0 up to

11.5 eV) and high absorption region (11.5 eV and above). The

observed lossless region confirms the occurrence of a collec-

tive plasmon resonance (uP). We should emphasize that above

uP the material behaves as dielectric where ε1ðuÞ is positive,

while below uP where ε1ðuÞ is negative the material exhibit

metallic nature.

Fig. 4(e) reveals the origin of the absorption edges associ-

ated to the electronic band structure. It is clear that a-CsMgH3

compound posses wide optical transparency region up to

3.2 eV (l ¼ 3874.5 �A). The calculated optical reflectivity

spectra (Fig. 4(f)) explore the occurrence of a collective plas-

mon resonance, the region where the values of plasma
red color online) and szz2 ðuÞ (light dotted dashed curve e green c

blue color online), syy1 ðuÞ (light dashed curve e red brown online

CsMgH3; (d) Calculated absorption coefficient IxxðuÞ (dark solid c

color online) and IzzðuÞ (light dotted dashed curve e blue color o

104 cm¡1; (e) Calculated absorption coefficient IxxðuÞ (dark solid

color online) and IzzðuÞ (light dotted dashed curve e blue color o

104 cm¡1 at the energy range between 0 and 8.0 eV along with

0 and 8.0 eV; (f) Calculated RxxðuÞ (dark solid curve e black color

RzzðuÞ (light dotted dashed curve e blue color online) for a-CsM

curve e black color online), LyyðuÞ (light dashed curve e red colo

online) spectrum for a-CsMgH3. (For interpretation of the referen

web version of this article.)
resonance situated in concordance with our observation in

Fig. 4(a,cee). The calculated loss function (Fig. 4(g)) as a

function to photon energy exhibits that there exists a strong

lossless region between 9.0 eV and 11.5 eV in concordance

with Fig. 4(a,cef). The loss function's peaks represent uP and

hence the lossless region.
Conclusions

We have reported comprehensive theoretical calculations for

a-CsMgH3 using the full potential method so as to understand

the suitability and stability of using a-CsMgH3 as hydrogen

storage materials. The experimental geometrical structure is

optimized by using PBE� GGA approach. The calculated

electronic band structure reveals that a-CsMgH3 has indirect

energy band gap. It has been found that the value of the ob-

tained band gap is about 2.3 eV (LDA), 2.6 (PBE-GGA), 2.9

(EVGGA) and 3.2 (PBE-GGA-mBJ) in comparison with the pre-

viously calculated energy gap 2.98 eV using VASP-GGA, 3.3 eV

(Quantum-ESPPRESSO-GGA) and 3.0 eV (VASP-PW91-GGA).

The calculated angularmomentumprojected density of states

explore that there exists strong hybridization between H-1s

and Mg-3s/2p states which reveals the existence of the cova-

lent bonding. The calculated bond distance agree well with

the measured one. The calculated valence band's electronic

charge density explore the covalent nature of MgeH bonds

and the ionic nature of CseH bonds. In addition, the valence

band's electronic charge density reveals the occurrence of

charge transfer towards H atoms. The calculated optical

properties gave deep insight into the electronic structures so

as further understanding to the atomic arrangement can be

obtained. The absorption coefficient confirm the energy gap's
value and the positive uniaxial anisotropy reveals that a-

CsMgH3 exhibit isotropic nature at low energies.
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